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ShowroomChargers  

ShowroomChargers feature the latest charging technology, provide excellent efficiency  
and have silent, fanless cooling. They are easy to operate, with an intuitive display, and  
ideally suited for maintenance charging - ensuring that your vehicles are always ready for  
display and demonstrations of technical features. The Detachable Cables and compact  
size make the ShowroomChargers easy to move and discreetly place under the vehicle,  
helping you give the best possible first impression.   

ShowroomCharger 50A 
Efficient and discreet for premium showrooms 

The new ShowroomCharger 50A is a new premium Charger  
in the Showroom range. It is compatible with all types of   
automotive Batteries -  both lead/acid and Li-ion, and has a 14.7   
button so you can change the voltage according to the Battery  
type in the vehicle. A power supply function is also available,  
which delivers 13.7V without the presence of a Battery.  

ShowroomCharger 50A Part Number: 709800  

Intuitive Display  
Easy to use and monitor  

NEW!  

Future Proof  
USB connector for   
programming if needed  

The Detachable Cables can easily be  
passed through the Engine compartment,  
making it possible to discreetly place the  
charger under the vehicle during charging.   

Compact  
Small Clamps make  
it easy to use with a  
closed hood  

Silent  
No fan, no noise  
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Standard   
Clamps  

ShowroomCharger 32A: 
With Standard Clamps : 707700  
With Special Clamps: 708800  

User Friendly  
Easy to use and monitor 

Optimal Charging   
Temperature compensation 

Upgradeable Software  
USB connector 

Silent  
No fan, no noise  

Special   
Clamps  

The ShowroomCharger is  
completely quiet and can easily  
be kept out of sight.   

The Charger has rubber feet  
and corner protection to avoid  
scratching the vehicle.  

Spare Parts for the 32A/50A: 
2.5m Charging Cable with Standard Clamps: 708227  
2.5m Charging Cable with Special Clamps: 711440  
5.0m mains Power Cable: 708225  

ShowroomChargers  

ShowroomCharger 32A 
The salesmans best friend 

The ShowroomCharger 32A can be used with lead/acid Batteries, and is available with both Standard Clamps and Clamps  
customised for Mercedes-Benz and other car brands with limited space in the Engine compartment. The detachable Cables 
and compact size make the ShowroomCharger 32A  easy to move and discreetly place under the vehicle.  
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